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ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove:

THEOREM. Let V and W be nontrivial lattice varieties. I¡ L € V o W, then

there is a subdirectly irreducible S € Vo W containing L as a sublattice. Moreover,

if L is finite, S can also be chosen to be finite.

1. Introduction. Products of group varieties were investigated in H. Neumann

[10]. Products of varieties for arbitrary algebras were introduced in A. I. Mal'cev

[9]. We started in [6] to investigate products of lattice varieties.

Let X and Y be classes of lattices closed under isomorphism. The product of

X and Y, X o Y, is the class of all lattices L such that there exists a congruence

relation 0 on L with the following two properties: (i) every congruence class of 0,

as a lattice, is in X; (ii) L/Q is in Y.

In this paper we prove:

THEOREM. Let V and W be nontrivial lattice varieties. If L G V o W, then

there is a subdirectly irreducible S G V o W containing L as a sublattice. Moreover,

if L is finite, S can also be chosen to be finite.

This is a very strong property. Previously, L (the variety of all lattices) was the

only nontrivial lattice variety known to have this property.

A class X of algebras in which every algebra can be embedded into a subdirectly

irreducible member of X is sometimes called "subdirectly complete" or "having

sufficiently many subdirectly irreducibles." Thus, the Theorem states that if V

and W are nontrivial lattice varieties, then V o W is subdirectly complete (V o W

has sufficiently many subdirectly irreducibles).

The Theorem has several consequences. Henceforth, D denotes the variety of

distributive lattices and T the trivial variety of one-element lattices.

COROLLARY 1. Let V and W be nontrivial lattice varieties. If Z = V o W is a

variety, then Z is join irreducible. In particular, L and D o D are join irreducible.

This statement about L can be found in [8].

COROLLARY 2. There are continuumly many join irreducible varieties in the

lattice of all lattice varieties.

This was also proved by J. Berman [1] using a different construction.
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In [2], A. Day considered the solutions of X o X = X for lattice varieties; he

proved that only L and T provide solutions. We generalize this in

COROLLARY 3.   For varieties X and Y of lattices, the equation

XoY=XvY

has only the obvious solutions {X, Y} n {T,L} ^ 0.

In [5], we gave an alternative proof of Corollary 3. The proof in [5] also depends

on the construction of a subdirectly irreducible lattice.

In §2, we review the concept of a "complete construction scheme" from [6]. We

outline the proof of the Theorem in §3. We give in §4 the complete construction

scheme for the subdirectly irreducible lattice of the Theorem. The Theorem is

proved in §5, and the corollaries in §6.

2. Complete construction scheme. In [6], we developed a method for con-

structing a lattice and a congruence relation on the lattice from a family of complete

lattices. We shall construct the subdirectly irreducible lattice of the Theorem in §3

using this method.

A complete construction scheme, S, consists of a lattice K (the frame); a family

La, a G K, of complete lattices (the building blocks); the maps /„;,: La —► Lb (the

construction maps) for a,b G K, a < b, satisfying for a, b, c G K, a < b < c,

(Cl) faa is the identity map on La,

(C2) fab is a complete join-homomorphism,

(C3) fab fbe = fac-
Given a complete construction scheme, S, we define the sum of S, L, as follows.

L is the disjoint union of the La, a G K.

We partially order L by the rule:

(P) for x G La and y G Lb, x < y iff a < b and xfab < y-

Let 0 be the equivalence relation on L with blocks La, a G K.

LEMMA [6, Lemmas 6 and 8], L is a lattice; the La, a G K, are sublattices of

L; 0 is a congruence relation on L. For a,b G K, a <b, we can represent fab as

x —* x V Ofc where 0¡, is the zero of Lb.

3. Proof outline. Let LsVoW by virtue of the congruence relation 0 (that

is, the 0-classes belong to V and L/Q G W); let K = L/Q. By the Embedding

Theorem in [6], we can assume that the congruence classes of 0 are complete

lattices.

We define a complete construction scheme with frame K x C3 as follows (see

Figure 1). On the lowest level (i.e., on K x {0}), the blocks are the blocks of 0

with a new zero; the maps are the maps in L. On the middle level, each block is a

complete Boolean lattice B such that L has a join-embedding <p into B preserving

all existing complete joins. The maps from the lowest level to the middle level are

induced by <p. On the upper level, we put C2.

The sum S of this complete construction scheme is the subdirectly irreducible

lattice in V o W containing L.

4. The construction. Let L be a lattice, and let 0 be a congruence relation

on L. Let K = L/Q, and for a G K, let La denote the corresponding congruence
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FIGURE 1.  Construction details for a < b in K

class of L. We assume that every La, a G K, is complete; in particular, La is an

interval of L, La = [ua,va].

Let B be the complete Boolean lattice of all subsets of L U {7,6} (7,6 £ L,

75ÍÍ). We define a map <p: 2-tflby

x<p = {L-[x))U{%6}.

It is well known (and trivial) that ip preserves all existing nonempty finite and

infinite joins in L.

Let Cz = {0,1,2} be the 3-element chain. For every (a,i) G K x C3, we define

a lattice S(a¿) as follows:

(50) S(a,o) is the lattice La with the new zero wa.

(51) Sui) is a Boolean lattice B x {a}.

(52) S(a,2) is C2 x {a}, where C2 is the two-element chain {0,1}.

Next, we define some of the construction maps.  First, for a,b G K, a < b, we

define three maps (recall that t¿¡, is the zero of Lb).

f(a,o),{b,o) maps S(afi) into S(b,o):

(F0) Xf(a,0),{b,0) -{
Wb if X = wa,

x V tifc    if x :/ wa; x V Ub is formed in L.
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/(a,i>,<i>,i> maps 5(a,i> into S(6,i>- Let x G S(0,i)i that is, x = (X,a), where

X Ç L Ù {£}; define

(FI) ^'(^-((lu^J)    otherwise.

This definition makes sense since Ub G L, therefore, Ub<p G B.

/(a,2>,<6,2> is the unique isomorphism between S(a,2) and S^,2)'-

(F2) (x, a)/(ai2),(6,2) = (x, b)    for x € C2.

Now for an a G K we define two maps:

f(a,o),(a,i) maps 5(a,o) into S<a,i):

,    . _i<0,a)      ifx = wa,
(tó) X¡(a,0),(a,l) — S   . .      j,     , r

(. (xp,a)    if x € La.

/<a,i),(a,2> maps S(0ii) into S<0,2):

,_,,, , í(0,o)    ifx = (0,a),

(F4) x/(MMa,a) = |(ia)    otherw.se

Finally, we define f(a,i),{a,i) as the identity map on 5(a>¿).

Observe that all the maps we have defined map zero, and only the zero, to zero.

Now we verify that from the S(a,i) and the maps defined above we can put

together a complete construction scheme. First, the building blocks must be com-

plete.

CLAIM 1. For (a,i) G K x C3, S(a>i) is a complete lattice.

PROOF. This holds by assumption for i — 0; it is trivial for i = 1 and 2.

Next we verify that the maps we have defined satisfy (C2).

CLAIM 2. All the maps f{a,i),(b,j) defined in (F0)-(F4) are complete join ho-

momorphisms.

PROOF. For (F0), (Fl), (F2), and (F4) this is trivial. To verify it for (F3), we

only have to observe that ¡5:L-»B preserves all existing nonempty joins. Since

La is a complete sublattice of L, <p restricted to La preserves all the nonempty

complete joins in La, verifying the claim.

The remaining construction maps are obtained by composing the maps that we

have already defined. The next claim shows that some compositions of these maps

are equal.

CLAIM 3. If a, b G K, a < b, then

(3-1) /(a,0),(6,0)/(6,0),<6,l) =/<o,0>,(a,l)/(a,l),(6,l>,

(3-2) /<a,l),<6,l)/(6,l),<(>,2) =/(a,l),(a,2)/(o,2),(6,2)-

PROOF. Let x G S(a>0). If x = wa, then both sides of (3.1) map wa into (0, b).

If x t¿ wa, then x G La. Therefore, using that <p preserves finite joins,

xf(a,o),(b,o)f{b,o),(b,i) = (xVub)f{b,o),(b,i)    (by (F0))

= ((x V ub)<p, b) = (xip U ub<p, b)    (by (Fl))

while

xf(a,0),(a,l)f(a,l),{b,l) = (x<P, a)/(a,l),(6,l)      (by (F3))

= (x<pöub<p,b)    (by(Fl))

verifying (3.1). Formula (3.2) is trivial by (Fl) and (F2).
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Now for any (a, i) < (b,j) (a, b G K, i,j G C3, a < b, i < j) we can define a map

f{a,i),(b,j)-

f(a,0),{b,l) = /<a,0>,(6,0>/(6,0),(f>,l>>

/(a,0),(a,2) = /<a,0),<a,l)/(a,l),(a,2)>

/(o,0),(6,2) = /(a,0),(a,2)/(a,2),<6,2)-

Now it is easily seen that these maps satisfy (C3).

CLAIM 4. If (a,i) < (b,j) < (c,k) in K x C3, then

f(a,i),(b,j)f(b,j),(c,k) - f(a,i),(c,k)-

PROOF. This statement is clear from Claim 3.

We can summarize the results of this section as follows: the complete lattices

S{a,i) (a G K, i G C3) with the maps f(a,i),(b,j) ((o,i) < {b,j)) form a complete

construction scheme.

5. Proof of the Theorem. We shall actually prove a slightly more general

version of the main result.

THEOREM. Let Y be a nontrivial variety of lattices, and let W be a class of

lattices closed under finite direct products and containing C3. Then V o W is

subdirectly complete.

PROOF. By the Embedding Theorem (§2 of [6]), every member of V o W can

be embedded into a lattice L with a congruence relation 0 satisfying (a) every

congruence class of 0 is a complete lattice in V, and (b) L/Q G W. Now we define

K = L/Q and La, a G K, as in the previous section and construct the lattices

S(a,i)i (<M) G K x C3, S (the sum of the complete construction scheme), and the

congruence relation $ on S. The next two claims verify that SgVoW.

CLAIM 5. S(a>i) G V for (a,i) GK xC3.

PROOF.    5(0 0) is La with a new zero.   Since La G V and V is a variety,

S(a,0) G V.
5(0il) and S(a 2) are Boolean lattices. Since V is nontrivial, 5(a 1) and S<a,2) G

V.
Claim 6. 3/$ g W.
PROOF. Obviously, S/<3> — KxC3. By assumption, K G W. By the hypotheses

on W, C3 G W, and K x C3 G W.

The proof of the Theorem is completed by verifying the following

CLAIM 7. S is subdirectly irreducible.

PROOF. We verify that if x,y G S, x < y, then Q(x,y) > $. This proves that

S is subdirectly irreducible.

CASE 1. x, y G S(a,2)- Obviously, Q(x,y) — $.

CASE 2. x,y G S(a¡i). Since S(a,i) is Boolean, Q(x,y) = Q((0,a),z) for some

z > (0,a) (recall that (0,a) is the zero of S<a,i))-

(0, a) = (0, a) V (0, a) = <0,a) V z = (1, a)(Q(x, y))

and so by Case 1, Q(x,y) > <E>.

CASE 3. x,y G >S{a,o) • Joining both sides of the congruence x = y(Q(x, y)) with

(0,a) we get (xip,a) = (y<p,a)(Q(x,y)) or (0,a) = (y<p,a)(Q(x,y)) if x = wa- In

either case, by Case 2, we conclude that Q(x,y) > $.
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CASE 4. x G S(a,o) and y G S<a,i)- Joining with va, we get va = v(Q(x,y)),

where v > (va<p,a). Therefore, ({6},a) = ({6}, a) A va = wa(Q(x,y)), and so

(0,a) = ({6},a)(Q(x,y)). We conclude, by Case 2, that Q(x,y) > 4>.

CASE 5. x G S(a,i) and y € 5(<z,2)- Let p and g be distinct atoms of S(a,i)- First

meeting both sides with (0, a), then joining them with p and q respectively, we ob-

tain from x = y(Q(x,y)) the congruencesp = {l,a)(Q(x,y)) ande? = (l,a)(Q(x,y)).

Hence (0,a) =pf\q= (l,a)(Q(x,y)); this implies that p = q(Q(x,y)), and a ref-

erence to Case 2 concludes this case.

Now let a,bG K, a < b.

CASE 6. x G S(a,i) and y G S(b,i). Let za¿ (resp. Zb¿) be the zero of S<a,i)

(resp. S(b,i))- Then meet x = 2/(0(x,y)) with z^ to obtain 2a>¿ = 2(,,¿(0(x,y)).

Obviously, this holds for i = 0,1,2. Join this for ¿ = 1 with (2, U {7, ¿}, a), the unit

element of S{a,i)', we obtain (Lu{^,6},a) = (LU{i,6},b)(Q(x,y)); now meet with

({<5},¿>): 2a,i = {{6},b)(Q(x,y)). Case 2 completes the proof.

Finally, observe that if x < y, then there must be elements xi,3/i satisfying

x < xi < t/i < j/ and one of Case 1 to Case 6. Therefore, 0(x, y) > 3>.

This completes the proof of the Theorem.

6. Proof of the corollaries. Let Z, V, and W be given as in Corollary 1.

Let K be the free lattice on N0 generators over Z. By the Theorem, K can be

embedded into a subdirectly irreducible lattice L of Z. Obviously, L generates Z.

By Jónsson's Lemma (see [8 or 3]), Z is join irreducible.

Corollary 2 is immediate from Corollary 1 by a result of [7]; there are continu-

umly many modular lattice varieties M¿, such that all the M¿ o D are varieties; all

the M¿ o D are distinct.

Now we prove Corollary 3. Let X and Y be lattice varieties such that X, Y ^

{L, T}. If X = Y, Corollary 3 is Day's result (see [2]).

If X c Y, then X o Y = Y. Since X and Y are nontrivial, X D D. Therefore,

DoDÇY.

As in [6], let us define D1 = D, D"+1 =D%D. It follows from Lemma 3 of

[6] that
D"+1 CDoD",

hence an easy induction shows that D" Ç Y for all n > 1. Again, by A. Day [2],

Y = L, a contradiction.

If X D Y, then X o Y = X, hence XoDÇX. A similar argument gives X = L.

Finally, if X and Y are incomparable, then we conclude that X o Y is a join

reducible variety, contradicting Corollary 1.
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